
From the Idea to the Production –
High-Tech Made in Germany!
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Minimized Risk of Injury
The softer material and the round edges of the Duplo 
Horseshoe reduce the risk of injuries in herds and in case of 
irregular movements in comparison to a conventional hoof 
protection or the sharp-edged border of a bare hoof.

Protection of the Ground
With a regular Duplo Horseshoe without spikes and studs, there With a regular Duplo Horseshoe without spikes and studs, there 
is no contact between metal and ground because the nail heads 
are embedded in the synthetic material. If you ride sensibly, 
sensitive ground (e.g. asphalt streets or historical clinker 
pavement) will hardly be damaged by Duplo Horseshoes.

Stimulation of the Hoof Mechanism
The flexibility of the synthetic material encourages the natural The flexibility of the synthetic material encourages the natural 
horizontal and vertical flexibility of the hoof capsule. In 
addition, the bar in the heel area supports the blood circulation 
in the frog. The natural hoof mechanism is stimulated by Duplo 
Horseshoes.

Solid Metal Inlay
Thanks to its solid metal inlay, the Duplo Horseshoe is 
torsion-free and keeps its shape for a long time. This 
contributes to the long-life cycle of the horseshoe and 
prevents the sole from getting pressurized.

Reliable Nail Holes
The nail holes are integrated into the metal inlay. This makes The nail holes are integrated into the metal inlay. This makes 
sure that the nail head cannot slip through the nail hole. The 
nails sit tightly even during irregular movements. As the 
oblong nail holes are positioned at 90 degrees to the white 
line, it is possible to place each nail individually and to adjust 
the horseshoe to irregular hoof shapes.

Shock-Absorbing Synthetic Cover
Thanks to the relatively soft synthetic cover, shock and Thanks to the relatively soft synthetic cover, shock and 
high-frequency vibrations caused by the hoof's impact on 
   the ground are considerably reduced; the horse benefits 
   from a very comfortable walking experience.

The Advantages of Duplo Horseshoes

Dear Duplo Customers,
we are happy to present our catalog!
As a composite horseshoe, the Duplo 
Horseshoe combines two different 
materials – metal and synthetic – 
and their numerous advantages for 
the hoothe hoof. It is ideal for many situations 
and has brought comfort to countless horses. 
We hope that you like our catalog and that your horse benefits from our products!

Hubert Frank & the Duplo Team
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Wide Range of Sizes
Thanks to a wide range of sizes, even very small and very large 
horses benefit from Duplo Horseshoes.

Reasonable Price-Performance Ratio
A regular Duplo Horseshoe costs less than a conventional A regular Duplo Horseshoe costs less than a conventional 
horseshoe with equivalent features (bar in the heel area + 
shock-absorbing inlay + snow grip). That way, Duplo Horseshoes 
are a real alternative even in economic terms!

Durability
The high wear resistance of the materials ensures low abrasion even during intensive use. 
In certain circumstances, it is even possible to use the same horseshoe more than once.

Simple Application
The correct application of the Duplo Horseshoe is easy if your farrier has the necessary knowledge of and The correct application of the Duplo Horseshoe is easy if your farrier has the necessary knowledge of and 
competence in nailing and clinching horseshoes and considers certain aspects while doing this. There isn't 
any special equipment necessary – you can use standard tools and horseshoe nails.

Individual Modifications
Your farrier can precisely adjust the Duplo Horseshoe to the individual hoof shape with numerous 
modifications and therefore react accordingly to the needs of each horse. For example, it's easy to rasp or 
bend a toe rocker which improves breakover.

Near-Natural Anti-Slide Protection
The anti-slide behavior of the Duplo Horseshoe is 
comparable to a barefoot horse's and therefore 
more natural than the elongated sliding phase of a 
conventional metal horseshoe.

Secure Fit
The knobs on the hoof side are pressed into the hoof The knobs on the hoof side are pressed into the hoof 
wall and prevent the horseshoe from twisting out of 
position. In addition, some models are equipped 
with quarter clips which also ensure a secure fit.

Weight Reduction
A regular Duplo Horseshoe is less heavy than 
a conventional horseshoe with equivalent 
supplementary equipment (bar in the heel 
area + shock-absorbing inlay + snow grip). 
The reduced weight is joint-friendly.

Orthopedic and Therapeutic OptionsOrthopedic and Therapeutic Options
The Duplo Horseshoe is ideal for difficult 
hooves and can be used in case of various 
diagnoses.
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Knobs
Almost all Duplo Horseshoes are equipped with two knob arrays. The 
knobs are impressed into the weight-bearing surface of the hoof wall and 
thus help the horseshoe keep its position on the hoof. Experience has 
shown that two knob arrays are sufficient for this purpose even if there are 
no quarter clips – provided that the horseshoe has been carefully applied.
In case of sensitive horses with irregularly shaped or very flat hooves, In case of sensitive horses with irregularly shaped or very flat hooves, 
we recommend removing the inner knobs so they won't exert pressure 
on the sole.

Synthetic Rim
Most Duplo models have a molded synthetic rim which considerably reduces the 
accumulation of snow, sand, and debris. Duplo Horseshoes are therefore also 
(but not only!) suitable for the use during the winter.

The Categories "Standard" and "Extra"
There are two lines of Duplo models which differ in the hardness of their synthetic 
material. The Standard models are made from relatively soft synthetic material. They 
are recognizable by their knob inlays in orange color. The Extra models are made from 
a slightly harder material than the Standard models. They are recognizable by their knob 
inlays in green color.
Exception:Exception: The Basic models don't have colored knob inlays; their degree of hardness is 
recognizable by an abbreviation (Std./Ex.) on the hoof side of the horseshoe.
Which horseshoe is better for your horse depends not only from individual preferences 
but also from the temperature: The softer synthetic material of the Standard models 
stays flexible during the cold season and keeps its shock-absorbing characteristics; the 
harder material of the Extra models, on the other hand, is more immune to heat and 
remains abrasion-resistant even during higher temperature.

Ex.Std.
Basic

green color

Extraorange color
Standard

- °C

+ °C

Basic Knowledge about 
           Duplo Composite Horseshoes
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Quarter Clips
Many Duplo Horseshoes are clipped – simply because this concept has proven 
its worth. The clips facilitate the nailing process because the horseshoe is kept 
in position even before all nails are placed. During the regular shoeing cycle, 
they prevent the horseshoe from twisting or getting out of position.

Closed Sole Area
The sole area of some Duplo models is completely closed or covered with an The sole area of some Duplo models is completely closed or covered with an 
integrated synthetic grid. We often use these horseshoes for flat, sensitive 
hooves or in case of very stony trails – and of course, there are numerous 
therapeutic applications possible.

Threads for Studs
Thanks to their material and their Thanks to their material and their 
profiled surface, Duplo Horseshoes are 
well protected against slipping. However, 
there are situations in which additional 
anti-slide equipment is necessary. That's 
why some Duplo models are equipped 
with two or four screw threads in which 
you can insert screw studs.you can insert screw studs.

Profile
Every Duplo Horseshoe is profiled on its lower surface, but some models have a more 
pronounced profile which improves the anti-slide qualities of the horseshoe. We recommend 
profiled horseshoes for muddy or pebbly tracks where additional grip is necessary.
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Open Toe
The various models of open-toed Duplo 
Horseshoes have been developed for 
the treatment of chronic laminitis. 
However, the daily 
routine has shown 
that the open-toed that the open-toed 
models are not 
only ideal for 
laminitis hooves 
but also in case of 
some other diagnoses.

Straight Toe
Compared to a regular Compared to a regular 
round Duplo Horseshoe, 
the toe area of the 
Duplo Straight Toe 
Shoe (STS) is slightly 
straightened. That way, 
it is possible to shift the 
horseshoe's position on horseshoe's position on 
the hoof backwards and 
thus facilitate an early 
breakover.6

Particularly Solid Horseshoes
The Duplo Heavy Duty Shoe (HDS) is produced with a more massive metal inlay and a 
thicker synthetic layer. That way, it takes longer until the horseshoe is worn down even 
during intensive use (e.g. in case of draft horses or especially large hooves).

Ring-Shaped Metal Inlay
Some Duplo models have a ring-shaped metal inlay – quite similar to a
traditional Heart Bar metal horseshoe. Thanks to that feature, those horseshoes are 
absolutely solid and torsion-free even during heavy use. They are ideal for horses that 
need an extremely solid and, at the same time, very shock-absorbing horseshoe.

Reinforced Toe Area
The Duplo models with reinforced toe area have been The Duplo models with reinforced toe area have been 
developed in close cooperation with the Miller Ranch 
in Arizona. Being used for climbing rocks, the 
horseshoe is challenged a lot. The toe area is 
therefore bordered with steel which protects the 
synthetic material from being torn out.
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Glue-On Tabs 
The Duplo has been created as a 
nailed horseshoe. However, if a hoof's 
condition doesn't allow nailing, Duplo 
Horseshoes can also be partly or 
completely glued on.
For achieving uniform welding seams, For achieving uniform welding seams, 
we recommend our Welding Device!

Cast Hooks
If the horn capsule needs absolute 
stability and rest, a Duplo Horseshoe 
can be fixated on the hoof by means of 
cast hooks and a cast bandage.

Modification Accessories
If it doesn't fit, make it fit! By means of our If it doesn't fit, make it fit! By means of our 
extensions, you can easily adjust a horseshoe 
to the individual hoof shape if it is too short or 
too narrow; with a synthtic plate or grid, you 
can create a closed horseshoe from a regular 
model.

                            Wedges
                           Every Duplo Horseshoe with quarter clips can be combined with a   
                        fitting wedge inlay. A horseshoe with wedge is used whenever a change  
                  of the hoof angle, combined with ideal shock absorbance, is called for. The 
Duplo Wedge is the perfect supplement to the Duplo Horseshoe for certain diagnoses.
A wedge causes the hoof angle to change by 2.5 degrees. If necessary, it is possible to weld two wedges A wedge causes the hoof angle to change by 2.5 degrees. If necessary, it is possible to weld two wedges 
together and then insert them into the horseshoe; the hoof angle will then change by 5.0 degrees.

Duplo Accessories

7
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Anti-Skid Studs
If spikes aren't good enough, we recommend regular Duplo Horseshoes with 
thread inserts in combination with our anti-skid studs with disk (4mm/6mm). 
We do not recommend larger studs for those horseshoes because they can 
lever the thread inserts out of their position.

Spikes
Our spikes are used as preliminary stage to studs – just like tungsten 
carbide pins in conventional horseshoes. For "normal" leisure or endurance 
riders, spikes are often sufficient as additional anti-skid protection on trail 
rides. Depending on the Duplo model, you can use up to eight spikes per 
horseshoe by simply screwing them in with a suitable adapter.
There are two siThere are two sizes (M and L) available. Please note that size L spikes are 
not suitable for the toe area of STS models.

Thanks to their material and their profiled surface, Duplo 
Horseshoes are well protected against slipping. However, 
there are situations in which additional anti-skid protection 
with spikes or studs may be necessary. In order to find the 
best combination of Duplo Horseshoe and spikes/studs, it is 
important to consider the planned application and the terrain.

Spikes and Studs
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Special Case: Studs for 
Open-Toed Duplo Horseshoes
Our open-toed Duplo models also Our open-toed Duplo models also 
have a ring-shaped metal inlay. 
However, as they are mainly used 
for therapeutic applications, we do 
not recommend using 12mm studs.

Visit our 
website for 
more details!

Studs for Grip in Extreme Situations
If it's not about anti-skid protection but about offering the horse If it's not about anti-skid protection but about offering the horse 
necessary grip during difficult maneuvers (show jumping, combined 
driving, logging, etc.), we recommend Duplo models with 
ring-shaped metal inlay. The thread inserts are firmly fixated in 
their metal inlay and cannot be levered out of their position even 
during extreme strain.
WWe offer appropriate studs of 6mm, 8mm, and 12mm height. We 
do not recommend using larger studs because they strain the 
horseshoe and the horse's health too much.
When screwed into a Duplo model with ring-shaped metal inlay, the 
stud sinks into the thread insert for about 3mm. That way, the first 
pitch of the screw thread won't be damaged even during abrasion 
and the thread will be easier to clean.
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If you decide to reuse a horseshoe, 
please make sure to straighten it before 
shoeing. Otherwise, an unevenness 
developed in the previous shoeing period 
might now cause tension and pressure on 
the sole.

Is it Possible to Use a Duplo Horseshoe 
More Than Once?
Yes. However, we cannot generalize this 
statement because the abrasion strongly 
depends on the individual use and 
movements of the horse.
If the metal inlay is visible at the end of a If the metal inlay is visible at the end of a 
shoeing period, we generally don't 
recommend another application. However, 
the final decision if a horseshoe is reusable 
or not is always made by the farrier on-site.

Your Horse is Wearing Duplo 
Horseshoes for the First Time?
Some horses need a short period of Some horses need a short period of 
familiarization during the transition from a 
conventional metal horseshoe to a 
composite horseshoe. A horse whose 
musculosceletal system and mechanics 
have adapted to the sliding behavior of 
metal horseshoes may shortly be confused 
because of the reduced sliding range of the because of the reduced sliding range of the 
Duplos. This may in turn lead to an 
abnormal abrasion during the first shoeing 
period with Duplo Horseshoes.

Our goal is producing a functional 
hoof protection that is as durable as 
possible.
The The general abrasion resistance of 
a composite horseshoe is determined 
by its synthetic material and its metal 
inlay. It is essential to find the 
optimal proportion between the two 
materials. That way, we can offer a 
product that convinces with weight, 
abrasion resistance and stability.abrasion resistance and stability.
However, it is not the product alone 
which determines the individual 
abrasion resistance of a hoof 
protection. There are many other 
relevant factors like boarding 
conditions, terrain conditions, weather 
conditions, and the riding discipline. 
Thank you for considering these Thank you for considering these 
   surrounding conditions on which 
   we have no influence!

Abrasion and Durability
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Spikes as Abrasion Protection
Spikes are comparable to hard metal pins 
in conventional horseshoes. They are 
usually applied as anti-skid protection in 
order to improve the horseshoe's grip. 
However, as a side effect, Spikes in the However, as a side effect, Spikes in the 
toe area slow down abrasion in this area 
and therefore can have a positive 
influence on the horseshoe's durability. 
Please note that the risk of injuries in 
herds increases when Spikes are used. 

Since the steel border is only 
superficially covered with synthetic 
material, it will be visible after a few 
days. In case of this horseshoe, this is no 
sign of wearout but part of the basic 
function of our "mountaineering model". 
However, the risk of injuries in herds However, the risk of injuries in herds 
increases when the Duplo "Arizona" is used. 

Which Horseshoe is Best for 
Rocky Terrain?
On stony paths or in rocky terrain, the 
demands on a hoof protection's durability 
are particularly high. 
In order to increase the durability of Duplo In order to increase the durability of Duplo 
Horseshoes in these situations, we have 
developed the model "Arizona". The model 
uses a protective steel border in its toe area 
which additionnally protects the synthetic 
material from being torn out.

Is it Necessary to Replace the 
Horseshoe as Soon as the Metal 
Inlay is Visible?
No! The cross section of the Duplo No! The cross section of the Duplo 
Horseshoe shows that – even if the 
metal inlay is visible – the core 
functions of the horseshoe (hoof 
protection and shock absorbance) 
are still given. 
However, the risk of injuries in the However, the risk of injuries in the 
herd may increase depending on the 
condition of the horseshoe.

11
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We hope that you can save time and shipping 
charges by not "only" ordering your Duplo 

Horseshoes and the immediate accessories in 
our shop but also the most important products 

for the application of our horseshoes!

That's why we have included in our online shop a 
certain number of trimming products which we 
personally like and recommend. You'll find stud tools 
and Spike adapters there but also hoof knives, hoof 
rasps, hoof nails as well as gloves, glue, hoof cleaner 
and much more.

In order for all two- and four-legged parties 
involved to be happy with their hoof 
protection, not only the quality of the 
product and of the farrier must be flawless 
but also the quality of the tools.

12
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Contact

Farriers
The demand for hoof care specialists and farriers who use 
Duplo Horseshoes is constantly growing. We have created 
a list online to facilitate your research: 
www.duplo-frank.de/en/farriers
If you are a farrier, don't hesitate to contact our 
Customer Service Customer Service Team to benefit from our business 
conditions: www.duplo-frank.de/en/conditions

International Distributors
WWe love the direct contact to our customers. But 
still, we have a large number of resellers all 
around the world. In some countries (in Canada 
and the USA, for example), we have national 
distributors who take care of the customer service 
and the complete order processing on the spot. 
Our partners all come from the horseshoeing 
sector and are therefore qualified sector and are therefore qualified 
contact persons for your questions
about Duplo Composite Horseshoes.
www.duplo-frank.de/en/distribution

Customer Service Team 
in Germany
Our team is Our team is available for you from 
Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 
12 a.m. over the phone or via 
e-mail. We are looking forward to 
answering questions and solving 
problems!
Phone: +49 (0)8585/96926-0
E-Mail: info@duplo-fE-Mail: info@duplo-frank.de
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Most horses don't participate in 
competitions and championships; 
instead, they delight their owners as 
leisure partners – during walks, 
trips, trail rides and many other 
activities. However, spending time 
with a horse only is enjoyable for all 
parties if the four-legged friend is at parties if the four-legged friend is at 
ease with his hoof protection and 
can move in a steady, comfortable 
and rhythmic way.
For that reason, the Duplo 
Horseshoe is an ideal horseshoe for 
leisure horses. The combination of 
metal inlay and synthetic cover 
provides sure footing on almost 
every ground and can be used both 
during hot summer months and 
winterly temperatures.winterly temperatures.
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Anti-Skid Studs
If spikes are not enough to protect the hoof from slipping, you 
can use small studs. The screw threads of the regular Duplo 
models are suitable for studs of 4mm and 6mm height.

Spikes
Depending on the Duplo model, you 
can use up to eight spikes that 
create additional grip.

Profile
The deeper profile of some 
Duplo models improves the 
anti-skid behavior of the 
horseshoe.

Quarter Clips
The quarter clips protect the 
horseshoe from twisting or turning 
out of position during the regular 
shoeing interval.

Basic Horseshoes
Our clipped and profiled Our clipped and profiled 
"Basic" models are our 
best-price horseshoes. 
Their quarter clips aren't 
ground, neither the clips 
nor the metal inlay are 
zinc-coated, and they 
don't have knob arrays.don't have knob arrays.

...that might be interesting for this purpose:

Additional Duplo Features...
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During particularly long distances, the Duplo 
Horseshoe offers reliable comfort and the best 
support possible. On trail rides of several hours 
or even days and on endurance rides of every 
level, the horse can only perform properly if 
equipped with a very light, shock-absorbing, 
and joint-friendly horseshoe.
The synthetic cover of the Duplo Horseshoe The synthetic cover of the Duplo Horseshoe 
protects the locomotor system from 
undesirable vibrations and shocks on hard 
ground; in addition, a horseshoe with closed 
sole area protects particularly sensitive hooves 
from bruises. The weight of a regular Duplo 
Horseshoe is less than the weight of a 
conventional metal horseshoe with equivalent conventional metal horseshoe with equivalent 
equipment (frog support, synthetic or leather 
inlay, snow grip).
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Closed Sole Area
A Duplo Horseshoe with gridded or 
completely closed sole area and 
appropriate padding material 
additionnally protects the hoof from 
harp stones on pathless tracks.

Profile
The deeper profile of some Duplo 
models improves the anti-skid 
behavior of the horseshoe.

Quarter Clips
The quarter clips protect 
the horseshoe from 
twisting or turning out 
of position during the 
regular shoeing interval.

...that might be interesting for this purpose:

Additional Duplo Features...
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Rapidly changing directions – during 
Cutting or Barrel Racing, for example – 
is only possible with a particularly 
skid-proof and secure-fitting hoof 
protection. In case of a Spin, a good 
horseshoe can improve the 
movements of the front legs whereas 
the synthetic material of the Duplo the synthetic material of the Duplo 
Horseshoe protects the coronet from 
injuries.
Spectacular Sliding Stops are possible 
if composite horseshoes on the front 
hooves are combined with sliders on 
the hind hooves. The shock-absorbing 
features of the Duplo Horseshoe 
support the horse's tendons and joints 
during intensive use.
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Profile
The deeper profile of some Duplo models 
improves the anti-skid behavior of the 
horseshoe.Quarter Clips

The quarter clips protect 
the horseshoe from 
twisting or turning out of 
position during the 
regular shoeing interval.

...that might be interesting for this purpose:

Additional Duplo Features...
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Even the combination of 
conventional horseshoes on the 
front hooves and composite 
horseshoes on the hind hooves 
(or vice versa) is possible – you 
can react to your horse's 
individual needs and preferences.individual needs and preferences.

Duplo Horseshoes are ideal for 
dressage horses as well. Thanks to 
the large bearing surface and the 
frog support, the hoof sinks less 
into the sand and therefore protects 
joints and tendons. A Duplo model 
with steel border around the toe 
area or with ring-shaped metal inlay area or with ring-shaped metal inlay 
in the heel area can shift the hoof’s 
balance point if necessary.
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Straight Toe
With the Duplo Straight Toe Shoes 
(STS), it is possible to position the 
horseshoe slightly towards the 
heels and facilitate breakover.

Ring-Shaped Metal Inlay
The metal inlay of some Duplo 
models covers not only the toe 
and quarter area of the hoof but and quarter area of the hoof but 
also the heels. Comparable to a 
conventional weight boot, the 
circular metal inlay shifts additional 
weight into the heel area.

Reinforced Toe Area
The Duplo models "Arizona" have The Duplo models "Arizona" have 
a steel border around the toe; 
the toe area is therefore heavier 
than in case of a regular Duplo 
horseshoe. This may change the 
movements of the horse.

Particularly Solid Models
If the complete horseshoe shall evenly be If the complete horseshoe shall evenly be 
heavier, we recommend our Heavy Duty 
Shoes (HDS). Thanks to their particularly 
massive synthetic cover, those models are 
heavier than comparable regular Duplo 
Horseshoes.

...that might be interesting for this purpose:

Additional Duplo Features...
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The Duplo Horseshoe is very 
versatile and has proven its worth 
in combined driving competitions 
as well as in leisure driving 
activities. On difficult ground in 
particular – on wet paths, for 
example, during changes of example, during changes of 
direction or on hard, stony ground direction or on hard, stony ground 
– the Duplo Horseshoe supports 
the performance of the horse 
thanks to its anti-skid protection 
and its shock-absorbance; at the 
same time, it is very abrasion-
resistant and durable on longer
distances.
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Reinforced Toe Area
The Duplo models "Arizona" have a steel border 
around the toe area. This prevents the synthetic 
cover from prematurely coming loose and makes 
the horseshoe even more resistant.

Quarter Clips
The quarter clips protect the 
horseshoe from twisting or turning 
out of position during the regular 
shoeing interval.

Studs
Depending on the Duplo model, 
you can use two or four screw 
studs.

Particularly Solid Models
Our HeOur Heavy Duty Shoes (HDS) are 
produced with a more massive 
metal inlay and a thicker synthetic 
cover. That way, the horseshoes are 
very durable even in face of 
intensive or extreme use.

...that might be interesting for this purpose:

Additional Duplo Features...
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That way, your horse is not only 
well prepared for many different 
conditions in the course; in 
addition, you can use the same 
horseshoe for dressage or 
cross-country purposes. After 
training and competition, your 
horse can enjoy herd life without horse can enjoy herd life without 
studs.

The requirements for hoof 
protection in show jumping and 
eventing competitions are 
particularly high: Quick changes 
of direction on possibly slippery 
ground call for an extremely solid 
horseshoe that can be equipped 
with two or four studs and, at the with two or four studs and, at the 
same time, offers the best 
shock-absorbance and frog 
support possible during the 
landing after an obstacle.
The Duplo Horseshoes 
with ring-shaped metal 
inlay are suitable for 
particularly solid studs that 
offer grip in extreme situations. offer grip in extreme situations. 
The self-tapping stud version can 
be easily screwed in or removed 
as necessary. During the 
stud-free time, stud blanks or 
plugs keep the screw threads 
clean.
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Ring-Shaped Metal Inlay
The circular metal inlay gives the 
horseshoe additional stability and 
allows the use of larger studs.

Quarter Clips
Carefully applied Duplo 
Horseshoes with quarter clips 
won't twist out of position 
even during quick changes of 
direction.

Profile
The deeper profile of some Duplo models 
improves the anti-skid behavior of the 
horseshoe.

Studs for Grip in Extreme Situations
When propulsion is to be converted to When propulsion is to be converted to 
speed, you need larger studs. For those 
cases, there are Duplo models with their 
thread inserts firmly fixated in the 
(ring-shaped) metal inlay. They are 
suitable for screw studs of 6mm, 8mm 
or 12mm. Thanks to the additional or 12mm. Thanks to the additional 
stabilization, the thread inserts cannot 
be levered out of their position even 
during extreme strain. 25

...that might be interesting for this purpose:

Additional Duplo Features...
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Every horse is happy about 
comfortable hoof protection – and 
therefore, Duplo Horseshoes are 
suitable for gaited horses as well. In 
addition, you can individually respond 
to your horse's needs and decide if 
you'd like to use the horseshoe "just" 
as hoof protection or if it should be as hoof protection or if it should be 
used for positively influencing the gait 
mechanics.
If it is necessary to support the 
locomotor mechanics by means of 
weight shifts, you can use the Duplo 
Horseshoe accordingly – a steel 
border around the toe area operates 
as toe weight, a ring-shaped metal 
inlay makes the horseshoe heavier 
in the heel area, a particularly in the heel area, a particularly 
massive metal inlay increases the 
weight of the complete horseshoe.
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Ring-Shaped Metal Inlay
Comparable to a conventional 
weight boot, the circular metal 
inlay shifts additional weight into 
the heel area.

Reinforced Toe Area
The Duplo models "Arizona" have a steel border around 
the toe; the toe area is therefore heavier than in case of 
a regular Duplo horseshoe. This may change the 
movements of the horse.

Particularly Solid Models
If the complete horseshoe shall evenly be heavier, we 
recommend our Heavy Duty Shoes (HDS). Thanks to 
their particularly massive synthetic cover, those models 
are heavier than comparable regular Duplo Horseshoes.
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If the paths are narrow, steep and rocky, the requirements for 
the hoof protection are particularly high: It has to be absolutely 
skid-resistant in order to support the horse's sure-footedness; 
it must also be very robust in order to work reliably during 
adverse conditions.
The Duplo Horseshoe outstandingly meets these requirements. The Duplo Horseshoe outstandingly meets these requirements. 
Its material is about as skid-resistant as a bare hoof; its grip in 
pathless terrain can even be improved by using a deeper profile 
and/or spikes and studs. In order to keep the synthetic material 
in the toe area from being torn out, there are special models with 
a steel border. By using quarter clips, the risk of the horseshoe 
twisting out of position can be reduced. The Duplo Horseshoe is 
therefore very suitable for extreme performances in any terrain.therefore very suitable for extreme performances in any terrain.
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Quarter Clips
The quarter clips protect the horseshoe from twisting 
or turning out of position during the regular shoeing 
interval.

Profile
The deeper profile of some Duplo models improves the The deeper profile of some Duplo models improves the 
anti-skid behavior of the horseshoe.

Spikes
Depending on the Duplo model, you can use up to eight 
spikes that create additional grip.

Anti-Skid Studs
If spikes are not enough to protect the hoof from slipping, If spikes are not enough to protect the hoof from slipping, 
you can use our screw studs.

Reinforced Toe Area
The Duplo models "Arizona" have a steel border around 
the toe area. This prevents the synthetic cover from 
prematurely coming loose and makes the horseshoe even 
more resistant.
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The Duplo Horseshoe is very well 
suited for winter: The orange Standard 
models are made from relatively soft 
synthetic material that stays flexible 
and shock-absorbing during low 
temperatures. With its profiled surface, 
the Duplo Horseshoe is about as 
skid-resistant as a bare hoof; skid-resistant as a bare hoof; you can 
improve its grip by using spikes or 
studs. The molded synthetic rim serves 
as snow grip and considerably reduces 
the snow piled up under the hoof 
which might otherwise become a 
tripping hazard. 

With appropriate preparation, there is no 
reason not to enjoy snow and ice without 
injuries. The horseshoe is supposed to 
protect from bruises caused by frozen 
ground; it must also be completely 
skid-proof and prevent the snow 
from balling up. If these 
requirements are met, requirements are met, 
the winter can come!
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Profile
The deeper profile of some 
Duplo models improves the 
anti-skid behavior of the 
horseshoe.

Spikes
Depending on the Duplo model, you 
can use up to eight spikes that 
create additional grip.

Anti-Skid Studs
If spikes are not enough to 
protect the hoof from slipping, 
you can use screw studs.

...that might be interesting for this purpose:

Additional Duplo Features...
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In the orthopedic and therapeutic sector, 
the hoof protection must meet certain 
requirements, depending on the situation 
and the diagnosis.

In addition, every Duplo Horseshoe can 
be individually modified and adjusted to 
the horse's needs – with a beveled sole 
area, for example, or by removing the 
knob arrays which usually press into the 
weight-bearing surface of the hoof and 
therefore reduce the risk of the 
horseshoe turning out of position horseshoe turning out of position 
during the regular shoeing interval.

If the horseshoe cannot be nailed 
due to a damaged hoof wall, it can 
be partially or completely fixated 
without nails.

Many Duplo models outstandingly meet 
these requirements – with a closed sole 
area, for example, with a ring-shaped 
metal inlay, or with an open toe area.
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Open Toe Area
The open toe area of some Duplo models 
facilitates breakover; the leverage forces 
in the toe area are therefore minimized.

Nailless Hoof Protection
The Duplo has been created as a 
nailed horseshoe. However, it can 
also be combined with glue-on tabs 
or cast hooks in order to partly or 
completely avoid nailing.

Wedges
If a change of the hoof angle If a change of the hoof angle 
in combination with ideal 
shock-absorbance is asked 
for, you can use Duplo 
Wedges. One wedge causes 
the hoof angle to change by 
2.5 degrees, or 5 degrees 
respectively if you weld two respectively if you weld two 
wedges together.

Closed Sole
A grid or a completely closed sole 
area protects the sensitive hoof 
from sharp stones and can also be 
used in order to fixate padding 
material.

Ring-Shaped Metal Inlay
Comparable to a conventional heart bar shoe, the 
ring-shaped metal inlay creates additional stability 
in the heel area and, at the same time, reduces the 
flexibility of the hoof capsule. This can be 
necessary in case of certain diagnoses.

Straight Toe Area
A Duplo Straight Toe Shoe 
(STS) can be shifted towards 
the heels and therefore facilitate 
breakover.
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It is even possible to combine 
Duplo Horseshoes with horse 
boots: A Duplo model without 
metal inlay can be used to 
repair the sole of a worn-
down boot. The Duplo 
Horseshoe therefore serves 
as additional protection 
against abrasion and 
improves the boot's profile.

If the hoof wall is damaged and the horseshoe 
cannot be nailed or if you don't want to use a 
nailed hoof protection out of conviction, you 
can use the Duplo Horseshoes without nails. 
In order to do so, you can use one of various 
glue-on systems. If the hoof capsule has to 
rest because of a therapeutic indication, it is 
also possible to use cast hooks and a cast also possible to use cast hooks and a cast 
bandage.
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Duplo Horseshoes
                without Metal Inlay
The Duplo model "Extra Classic" is The Duplo model "Extra Classic" is 
produced without metal inlay. It is 
ideal for renewing the profile of horse 
boots. In addition, it is often used as 
glue-on horseshoe in order to provide 
a very soft and flexible hoof 
protection for sensitive horses.

Cast Hooks
If the hoof capsule needs rest and If the hoof capsule needs rest and 
absolute stability, the Duplo 
Horseshoe can be fixated on the hoof 
by means of cast hooks and a cast 
bandage. That way, all advantages of 
the Duplo Horseshoe persist because 
the cast bandage doesn't cover the 
bottom side of the horseshoe.bottom side of the horseshoe.

Glue-On Tabs Wolf Busch 
                    "powered by Duplo"
The glue-on tabs consist of two components; 
they are easy to apply and very durable even 
during intensive use.

Duplo Glue-On Tabs "Pro"
The height and the angle of each tab 
is adjusted to the anatomy of the 
hoof. Every singular tab is curved and 
works comparable to a vacuum cup.
Both Duplo glue-on tabs "Easy" and Both Duplo glue-on tabs "Easy" and 
"Pro" are also available with an 
improved surface that makes the 
glued connection between tabs and 
hoof even more reliable.

Duplo Welding Device
With our ergonomic device, With our ergonomic device, 
you can achieve reproducible 
and uniform welding seams 
and make your glue-on 
horseshoes more durable 
and more successful.
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